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The future of anti-aging skin care is here. While stem cell
facials have been controversial in the past, they are now taking
the medical and med spa world by storm with an increasingly
popular procedure. Science already knows that animal cultivated
organs have made medical history and miracles come to life
while co-existing with the human body once implanted. Why
not skin? There is no doubt that society values eternal youth,
and now it is possible to get closer to this desire safely and
effectively via CyroStem Cell Therapy in the heart of New York
City.
When the average person thinks of Manhattan’s top tier
spas, words such as luxury and innovation come to mind. White

Tea Med Spa, based in the Big Apple, is the first ever NYC-based
spa to offer a DNA Skin Care CryoStem Cell Therapy facial as
well as a DNA CyroStem Cell skincare line. Clean and inviting, it
is truly an oasis on the border of Chelsea and the West Village.
“Thanks to the recent advances in stem cell technology, we
are able to help our clients achieve a variety of skincare goals,
including a more youthful face, younger looking neck and
glowing décolleté,” says White Tea Med Spa’s lead esthetician,
Maria Rianna-Boyajian. “We pride ourselves on bringing New
York City the latest in skincare treatments, and this stem cell
facial surpasses every other anti-aging facial on the market.”
Setting the bar, CryoStem Biological Cellular Therapy is a
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revolutionary skin repair procedure for medial and esthetics
professionals to offer. A new gold standard in skin therapy,
there is a complete answer to aging skin for the first time in
history. It is the most effective and all natural treatment to date.
In the past 200 years, over 300,000 new man-made
chemicals have been introduced and exposed to people across
the planet. Some of the most potent chemicals are found within
cosmetics and skin care products. CryoStem skin biotech is
completely organic. The serum contains vital nutrients such
as proteins, vitamins, minerals, enzymes, essential fatty acids,
amino acids, antioxidants and growth factors that communicate
with the skin for proper cell renewal. The CryoStem system is
a complete nutrition complex that is in complete equilibrium.
Everyone in this world wants to age in the healthiest way
possible. A driving force behind the work of daring visionaries
that range from researchers, to scientists and physicians are
challenging aging, disease and death itself on a daily basis.
Breakthrough discoveries in bioscience and biotechnology are
changing the way that people live and age. Noel Santana Aguilar,
Ph.D., H.M.D. is one of the people who has broken the barriers
to slowing this downward spiral. The pioneer in innovative
technology of Stem Cell Skin Therapy, Dr. Aguliar successfully
reached a conclusion on how to achieve younger looking skin
through the use of his groundbreaking DNA CryoStem Skin
Therapy System. Developed by using Hibernated Biogenesis, a
technique that is a direct utilization of cryogenically preserved
(frozen) embryonic serum containing skin stem cells, it is
simple to break down how the technique works. Skin cells
can be compared to a human being: while they start off full of
energy, they lose strength and become more independent due
to surrounding tissues deteriorating, resulting in progressive
aging throughout the body.
The reason to use stem cells is quite simple: stem cells
are the most powerful agents in healing damaged tissue and
creating new cells for skin regeneration. Like humans, cells need
other cells for information, support, direction and nourishment.
New cells that are energetically charged and vital are extracted
from a controlled source of organic cows. Cow cells, or bovines,
roam free-range in an unspoiled area of the French Alps. The
cells are organically fed and are steroid as well as antibiotic
free. The cells are well taken care of and are kept in a safe and
nurturing environment, which the DNA Health Institute makes
sure is a top priority.
The embryonic proteins, which are rich in nutrients and
stem cells, are extracted during a calculated timeline that falls
within the first trimester of the bovine’s pregnancy in order
to achieve the maximum amount of stem cells. How is the
extraction performed? A small amount of embryonic protein is
guided by ultra sound imaging from umbilical stem and bulb,
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the membrane that surrounds the fetus in the uterus. This
method allows for a cruelty-free method that does not harm the
bovines, and it protects the health and well-being of the mother
bovine along with her fetus as well. This process is done in
a laboratory under absolute sterile conditions. Strict veterinary
and pharmaceutical controls are performed during this process
under strict European governmental supervision, which meet
and exceed regulatory agencies of Europe and the United States.
The protein is not specific to the genetic composition of the
bovine, however it contains DNA information that influences
and supports human skin. The new cells are disease free,
programmed and not autonomous, which results in a flawless
appearance.
Once the final product is created, the biological embryonic
cellular serum is flash frozen in individual sterile ampoules that
will be shipped. The ampoules are kept frozen until used on spa
goer as a part of the DNA CryoStem skin rejuvenation series and/
or to complement both surgical and/or non-surgical esthetics
procedures. By keeping the cells at freezing temperatures, the
cells are able to hibernate. This technique allows the cells to
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remain active and maintain the unity of molecules. When the
skin is introduced to new energy-filled embryonic cells, it will
make existing cells feel younger. And when enough of these new
cells are around, the older cells will start to act younger and will
respond to a new atmosphere of energy.
In the world of esthetics, the specific organ is skin. The
CryoStem biologically active serum specifically targets skin
to achieve results. The serum is processed to retain all the
constituents of skin-components required for skin cell renewal
and total skin rejuvenation. By being tissue specific, the tissue
has a match along with it’s energetics, consciousness and
biological functions. In other words, the serum performs the
same functions and tasks as live human skin identically. The
skin and serum are in sync with one another, which in turn
allows the skin to repair, heal and rejuvenate.
While there are two professional facial options to choose from
at White Tea Med Spa, the DNA Natural Facelift is the ultimate
facial choice that the spa goer can make. The treatment begins
with an organic facial, exfoliating peel and microdermabrasion,
which prepares the skin for the serum as well as a Microcurrent
treatment. A licensed medical esthetician tones the facial

muscles with a peptide fueled by firming Microcurrent. Two
silver rods come in contact with the face and the spa goer
remains still, and feels pulses where the silver rods are placed.
By doing this, the skin is able to absorb more of the collagenboosting ingredients from the serum. Once the Microcurrent
is done, the serum is applied to the face, neck and décolleté.
Instantly, the areas where the serum is applied has a hydrated
dewy appearance. Gone are the days of fine lines and wrinkles
around the mouth and eyes. Facial stress is combated as well
as other visible signs of aging that come from environmental
factors as well.
While the use of stem cells may seem alarming, there are
no risks or forseen side effects with the treatment. The bovine
stem cells are too large to be absorbed into the human body,
and the skin absorbs just the signaling factors and the other
nutrients. The serum is specific and cannot cause any harm or
stimulate growth of any other type of cell. Foreign DNA cannot
enter the skin, and no genetic alterations or mutations occur.
The technology and system of delivery has been evaluated in
great depth by the United States Food & Drug Administration
(FDA), and has received FDA clearance for consumer safety and
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distribution in the year 2000.
In order to achieve maximum results, it is recommended
that the spa-goer does a series of CryoStem treatments. A basic
series consists of 6-10 treatments over a period of 3 months.
The effects of each treatment will continue and peak at 6
days. The amount of treatments is specific to the user’s skin
care needs. Usually a six-session treatment series will enable
a person to experience incredible results. After the series, the
user may choose to schedule booster treatments occasionally,
while some individuals may want to repeat the full series as part
of a preventative program. The number of treatments depends
on what the individual wants. The results of the program mainly
rely on making healthy lifestyle choices that fall under diet,
hydration, hydration, safe sun exposure and protection from
other environmental factors. With the introduction of genetically
flawless bovine embryonic cultured mediums in order to make
it specifically effective to human skin, older and weaker cells will
begin to replicate into future generations of younger, stronger
skin with a youthful appearance.
To continue treatment outside of the spa or a medical
office CryoStem products are made available for home use in
lower concentration levels. The CryoStem Skin Therapy System
consists of 100% natural, chemical and preservative-free skin
care formulations that continue the support started by the
DNA professional treatments. The organic ingredient base
of the system is what enables the skin stem cells to continue
support. These organic ingredients include phytochemicals,
plant antioxidants, plant fragrances, essential flower/seed oils
and ocean vegetation.
Two products within the CryoStem Skin Therapy System, The
CryoStem Lift Stick and Lift Stick Sprayers, offer the benefits of
the DNA CryoStem biological cellular serum, and are easy to
apply. When used daily, the CryoStem Lift Stick and CryoStem
Lift Stick Sprayers provide high-powered skin rejuvenating
benefits of cell-to-cell activity, helping to produce the corrective
attributes that partake in the future generations of skin. When
used with the professional CryoStem Cell Therapy Treatment,
the CryoStem Lift Stick and CryoStem Lift Stick Sprays continue
the corrective, firming, clarifying and anti-aging benefits that
originated from the professional service. Since the CryoStem
Lift Stick contains frozen skin stem cells, it must be kept frozen
between applications.
If you are looking to utilize the power of stem cell technology,
come experience this new DNA Stem Cell Treatment and
purchase CryoStem Skin Therapy System products at White Tea
Med Spa, located at 104 West 14th Street, Suite 2C New York,
NY 10011. Recapture your youth. Love your skin again. DNASkin.
com; WhiteTeaMedSpa.com
JENNIFER STEVENS
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